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Step 1 - Clicking on a study opens the Study Workspace.

**Notes:**
Once you open an IRB study, you enter your Study Workspace.

Click Here to continue.
Step 2 - Each study receives a unique IRB tracking number.

Notes:
The IRB Study will be assigned a unique IRB Number for tracking purposes.

Click Here to continue.
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Step 3 - Progress is displayed via the progress bar.

Notes: As the study progresses from Pre-submission to Approved, the Study Workspace will reflect that via the progress bar.

Click Here to continue.
Step 4 - You can check the Study Status by checking the corresponding field.

Notes:
You can view the status of the study by reading the Study Status line.

Click Here to continue.
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Step 5 - The Available Actions area shows what actions you can take.

Notes:
The Available Actions area always shows your currently available actions. This area will update as your available actions change.

Click Here to continue.
Step 6 - End of simulation
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